Re rement funds and their investments don't take place in isola on. They form part of, and par cipate in, a larger market (or
economic) environment. It is important that trustees are aware of developments and changes in the broader environment
and how these can, and will, impact the investments in their fund. This awareness helps trustees communicate these impacts
to members in a way that they are able to understand and appreciate how their fund balances may change.
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Trustee Tutor: Issue 10
– Macroeconomics and
retirement fund investments

What is macroeconomics?
Macroeconomics is a branch of economics that studies how an overall economy - the market or
other systems that operate on a large scale - behaves.
Macroeconomics studies economy-wide phenomena such as inﬂa on, price levels, rate of
economic growth, na onal income, gross domes c product (GDP), and changes in
unemployment.
Source: Investopedia

Macroeconomics covers the structure, performance, behaviour and decision making of the economy as a
whole, or simply put, the big picture scenario of the economy. And macroeconomic factors will impact the
monetary stability related to the whole economy of a country or region.
As a trustee, you can immediately see that you are not able to inﬂuence the overall economy, or the various
macroeconomic parts of it. It is thus important to appreciate how each impact on your fund and its
investments in order to understand and, where possible, mi gate the risks your fund is exposed to.

South Africa is part of a
worldwide economy

South Africa par cipates in the global economy.
The consequence of this is that any events in the
world will have an impact on our local market, and
thus on your re rement fund.
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There are many macroeconomic inﬂuences on your re rement fund. These may be economic, geopoli cal and
environmental events.
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As we unpack some of these, you'll see that many are interconnected and a change in one, can impact others.

Economic factors
Economic growth
The overall health of a country's economy has an impact
on its investment market. When the economy is growing,
companies have the poten al and opportuni es to grow
their business and thereby increase proﬁts (which can
increase share prices). A strong economy tends to give
investors conﬁdence in the equity market. What's more,
consumer spending increases when the economy is strong
because people feel more conﬁdent about their personal
ﬁnances.

A consumer is a person who buys goods
or services for their own personal use.
The opposite is also true: when the economy is slowing
then companies will ﬁnd it harder to expand. And if
consumers are not very conﬁdent of the future, they will
choose to save instead of spending money on nonessen al items. Investors will also look to protect their
capital and move their investments into “safer ”
investments, like bonds.

Gross Domes c Product (GDP) is the
total monetary or market value of all
the ﬁnished goods and services
produced within a country's borders in
a speciﬁc me period. Source: Investopedia
When trying to understand the broad economic health of a
country, changes in its GDP is the most comprehensive
measurement an investor can look at, as it provides an
economic snapshot of the size of the country's economy
and its growth rate.
At the end of 2020 the World Bank valued South Africa's
GDP at US$ 335,44 billion. For interest, China was valued
at US$ 14,72 trillion, the United States at US$ 20,95 trillion
and Nigeria at US$ 432,29 billion (Nigeria being the biggest
economy in Africa).

Economic growth is measured by a country's Gross
Domes c Product (GDP).

For interest, in his
budget speech in February
2022, ﬁnance minister Enoch
Godongwana, shared that the
country's real GDP was
expected to grow by an
average of 2.1 % in 2022.

South Africa's GDP grew by 4.9% in
2021. As a sta s c, this is meaningless
standing alone and again must be
considered in a broader context. It
becomes meaningful when we
consider that, at the end of 2021,
South Africa's real GDP con nued to
lag pre-pandemic levels and the
economy was 1.8% smaller than it was
in the ﬁrst quarter of 2020 (the start of
the Covid 19 pandemic in SA).
Then, one can consider this growth on
the context of other countries, like
Nigeria's at 3.4% or China's at 8.1% in
2021, to be in a posi on to compare
economies, ge ng a more complete
and meaningful picture as an investor.
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Unemployment

This is because wages are the biggest indicator of
consumer spending. A high unemployment rate
means that many people don't have jobs, thus don't
earn salaries or wages and consumer spending
drops. With limited money available, consumers
will allocate spending to essen al items (food, data,
fuel, etc) and spend less on luxury, non-essen al,
items.
This limited consumer spending will restrict the
earning capacity of companies which then aﬀects
their share prices. Consumer essen als and defensive
sectors are usually the be er performing shares in a
high unemployment environment.
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The unemployment rate of a country is another
marker of its economic health.

By contrast, when the majority of a country's popula on is employed, peoples' spending increases the amount of money in
circula on and boosts the economy.
South Africa's unemployment sta s cs reached a record high of 35.3% in the last quarter of 2021. If you consider our
earlier men on that GDP growth was 4.9% in 2021, it is concerning that the oﬃcial unemployment rate was s ll 2.8%
higher than the 32.5% recorded in Q4 2020 – meaning that the country's growth in 2021 did not result in more jobs.
Unemployment not only aﬀects consumers' pockets, but also the investment into a country as a whole. One could argue
that high unemployment was a contribu ng factor to the unrest experienced in South Africa in July 2021. Riots like those
experienced in KwaZulu Natal may scare oﬀ overseas investors.

Inﬂa on
Inﬂa on is the general rise in prices in an economy, reﬂected
in the increase of the average price level of a basket of
selected goods and services over me. The most common
measure of inﬂa on is the Consumer Price Index (CPI).
Inﬂa on is the reason why you are able buy less and less with R100 each
year that goes by. It is thus vital that the members in your re rement fund
enjoy real investment returns during their me in your fund. Said
diﬀerently, your fund's investments should produce returns that are
higher than inﬂa on over the long term.

Factors that drive inﬂa on
The following are factors that drive prices, and thus inﬂa on, in an economy:
Cost-push inﬂa on occurs when the price of producing goods or services increases due to price increases in the underlying
produc on materials or processes, like raw materials or wages. For example, if the cost of copper increases, all the products
or services that use copper will experience an increase in their produc on costs – which will result in an increase in the costs
of those goods and services. To bring this idea closer to the man in the street's pocket, think about how the recent increases
in the cost of petrol will increase the cost of moving goods around the country, and thus result in higher prices.
Demand-pull inﬂa on is caused by strong consumer demand for a product or service. As the demand for a par cular
product increases, customers are prepared to pay more for the item. As an example, think about the cost of red roses a day
or two before Valen ne's Day!
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What does inﬂa on mean for your re rement fund?
It is important that trustees (and members) understand the role that inﬂa on plays in their re rement savings journey.
Many members are nervous of investment risk – or more speciﬁcally, they are nervous of losing their re rement savings
during mes of short term market vola lity and thus choose to invest in “safer” investment op ons, like cash. While
inves ng in cash, and other near cash investments, may deliver more predictable returns (and no nega ve returns) their
savings are not earning returns above inﬂa on. This means that the value of their investments are eroding over me, they
just don't see it.
The Na onal Treasury predicts headline inﬂa on at 4.8% in 2022. As a trustee, you need to monitor inﬂa on and make
sure that the investment op ons you make available to members provide the best opportunity for real returns. The vast
majority of re rement funds make use of investment managers, or mul managers. Trustees must monitor that their
appointed investment managers remain commi ed to bea ng inﬂa on and providing overall real growth to investors.

Interest rates
Interest is the amount of money a lender (or ﬁnancial ins tu on) receives from a borrower for lending
out money. The interest rate is the percentage of the amount borrowed that the borrower pays the
lender.
Put simply, consumers (and companies) pay interest on any money that they borrow.
In South Africa the South African Reserve Bank (SARB) sets the repo rate which is the rate at which the SARB lends money
to commercial banks. The current repo rate is 4.25% and the current prime interest rate is 7.75%.
High interest rates nega vely impact the share market. Shares usually sell oﬀ when there is any talk of a rate increase in
the future. High interest rates also restrict the ability for companies to borrow money, which can slow down their ability
to grow. This slowing in business growth can aﬀect earnings growth and then share prices.
Rising interest rates also aﬀects consumers as they experience an increase in loan payments leaving them with less
money to spend. This could create less demand for non-essen al goods and services which then aﬀect company earnings
and share prices. As demand starts to drop oﬀ, investors could also then expect a drop in inﬂa on.
It is well known that policy makers use interest rates to moderate an economy. In South Africa, the SARB uses interest
rates to inﬂuence the level of inﬂa on. In prac ce, Na onal Treasury, in consulta on with the SARB, sets the inﬂa on
target, which acts as a benchmark against which price stability is measured. The SARB then independently makes
monetary policy so as to achieve this target.
The basic aim of monetary policy is to determine how much money an economy should have in circula on. The monetary
policies of countries may diﬀer, but most major economies aim for low and stable inﬂa on, and have publicly announced
inﬂa on targets.
To protect the value of the rand, the SARB uses inﬂa on targe ng, which aims to keep CPI between 3% and 6%. The value
of the currency is therefore protected rela ve to domes c consumer prices.
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Exchange rates

As an example, as I'm wri ng this, you would have to
spend R16,07 to purchase US$ 1.
Factors that inﬂuence a country's exchange rate include:
• Interest rates
• Trade balance
• Poli cal stability or instability
• Inﬂa on rate
• General state of the economy
You can see that, as men oned earlier, the macroeconomic factors are all linked to each other – and a
change in one, will lead to changes in others.
South Africa has a ﬂoa ng exchange rate (also known
as a ﬂuctua ng or ﬂexible exchange rate). In a ﬂoa ng
exchange system, the price of a currency is set by supply
and demand. When supply increases and demand

decreases, the price of a currency will fall. The opposite
is also true, increased demand and lower supply will
increase the price of a currency.
A weak exchange rate means exports are cheaper
interna onally. This is good news for South African
companies that export goods and services overseas as
demand increases and earnings rise. A high exchange
rate may mean cheaper imports, which is good news for
local companies that use imported goods such as
electronic retailers or manufacturing companies.
However, a strong exchange rate may also cause some
companies to struggle as the price of the goods and
services become uncompe ve compared to other
countries.
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An exchange rate is the price of one country's currency
in terms of another currency. In other words, it is the
rate at which one currency will be exchanged for
another.

The rand's ﬂuctua ons in value rela ve to other
currencies aﬀects both the broader South African
economy, and the individual investor's pocket as the
prices of goods and services changes in response to
these ﬂuctua ons.

Geopoli cal factors
Geopoli cs is the study of how geography and economics have an inﬂuence on poli cs and on the
rela ons between na ons. Source: Britannica dic onary
Examples of geopoli cs includes trade agreements, war trea es, border or territorial recogni ons and climate
agreements.
There is no doubt that a country's poli cs aﬀects its economy, and its exposure to wider, global geopoli cal risks has
become a recurring and material cost of doing business. Examples include the ongoing US-China strategic compe on,
tensions in the Middle East, emerging markets debt crisis,
and poten al knock-on eﬀects to Europe following
Brexit.
Most recently, Russian's invasion of
Ukraine on 24 February 2022, and the
ghtening sanc ons on Russia, led to
increasing prices of goods which will
have a nega ve impact on inﬂa on in
South Africa. The invasion has directly
led to higher oil and grain prices, which
directly push up prices of key goods such
as fuel and bread.
These price increases will directly aﬀect the
South African consumer (and your re rement
fund investor). The implica ons of these types of
poli cal tensions are monitored by investment
managers and considered when they construct their
investment por olios for your re rement fund
members.
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Environmental factors
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The natural world also impacts economic growth and recession. Natural disasters (for example, earthquakes or
cyclones), diseases and pandemics (for example Covid 19) and the impacts of climate change all aﬀect global and local
investors.
According to a recent report produced by a large interna onal insurer, globally there were 401 natural disaster events in
2021, which led to economic losses of $343 billion - about R5.2 trillion. Speciﬁcally, South Africa's economic losses came
to over $175 million - about R2.7 billion.
The impera ve of climate change should not be news to any trustee. What is speciﬁcally relevant to the South African
investor is the increased incidents of cyclones oﬀ our east coast, which brings home the heightening eﬀects of climate
change in the southern region of Africa. Recent tropical storms include Ana (Mozambique, January 2022) and Basirai
(Madagascar, February 2022). Research shows that tropical cyclones have a signiﬁcant impact on the economic, social
and environmental integrity of the aﬀected communi es.
No conversa on around macroeconomic environmental factors would be complete without a men on of the Paris
Agreement, which covers climate change mi ga on, adapta on and ﬁnance, and was nego ated by 196 par es,
including South Africa, in 2015. The Paris Agreement's long term temperature goal is to keep the rise in mean global
temperature to well below 2°C and emissions should be reduced as soon as possible and reach net-zero by the middle
of the 21st century.
More and more investors and por olio managers are interroga ng the environmental impacts of their investments, in
other words, focusing on the E in ESG inves ng. (For more informa on on ESG inves ng, read the Trustee Tutor in the Q4
2020 edi on of Pensions World.) Discerning investors will seek out sustainable investments that will provide them with
good returns without damaging the environment. Companies (and countries) that produce sustainable products that are
kind to the environment will be the net winners.

Sen ment
Although not a macroeconomic factor, sen ment is one of the broader market inﬂuencers that investors
need to be aware of.

Sen ment refers to the overall a tude of investors toward a par cular security or
ﬁnancial market. It is the feeling or tone of a market, or its crowd psychology, as
revealed through the ac vity and price movement of the securi es traded in that
market. Source: Investopedia
Market sen ment can be:
• Bullish – when prices are increasing; or
• Bearish – when prices are falling.
Sen ment is not always based on market fundamentals, in other words, market sen ment is about
emo on, whereas fundamental value is about business performance. Sen ment drives demand and
supply, which in turn leads to price movements. And in this space of emo on or feelings about
par cular shares, some investors are able to realise great investment returns, by ﬁnding shares that
are overvalued or undervalued based on what the crowd thinks or expects.
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The tools in government's toolbox
There are strategies, or tools, that governments use to control and protect their economies within the larger
macroeconomic landscape.
Fiscal policy refers to the use of government spending and/or tax policies to inﬂuence market condi ons, like
employment, inﬂa on and economic growth. As part of an expansionary ﬁscal plan, the government might s mulate the
economy by cu ng taxes or increasing spend on infrastructure projects. Both of these strategies increase the disposable
income available to consumers, who then spend more. This increase in consumer demand, could result in an increase in
inﬂa on. An example of this is the government's issuing, and extension of, the Covid 19 social relief grant, designed to
sustain households ﬁnancially during this natural disaster and s mulate economic ac vity.
Monetary policy sits in the toolbox of the central bank, in other words the SARB. As discussed earlier, the SARB can
inﬂuence the economy by controlling money supply or by adjus ng the interest rates. The lowering of interest rates will
mean that consumers are able to access cheaper debt leaving them with more money available to buy goods and services.
This increased demand will more than likely impact inﬂa on.

In conclusion, re rement fund savings and investments take place in a broader economic
landscape. Trustees need to understand the external, or macro, economic factors that will impact
on the investments they choose to make and the returns that these investments will earn. An
understanding of the rela onships between these factors is cri cal to be able appreciate the interconnectedness of investment factors, to be aware of why por olio managers make the decisions
they make and how these will aﬀect other parts of the re rement fund's por olio.
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